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One of the most important open challenges in modern Kohn-Sham (KS) density-
functional theory (DFT) is the correct treatment of systems involving fractional elec-
tron charges and spins. Approximate exchange-correlation (XC) functionals struggle
with such systems, leading to pervasive delocalization and static correlation errors.
We demonstrate how these errors, which plague density-functional calculations of
bond-stretching processes, can be avoided by employing the alternative framework
of partition density-functional theory (PDFT) even with simple local and semi-local
functionals for the fragments. Our method is illustrated with explicit calculations
on simple systems exhibiting delocalization and static-correlation errors, stretched
H+2 , H2, He
+
2 , Li
+
2 , and Li2. In all these cases, our method leads to greatly improved
dissociation-energy curves. The effective KS potential corresponding to our self-
consistent solutions display key features around the bond midpoint; these are known
to be present in the exact KS potential, but are absent from most approximate KS
potentials and are essential for the correct description of electron dynamics.
a)Corresponding Author: awasser@purdue.edu
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fifty years after its proposal, the Kohn-Sham (KS) prescription1 of density-functional
theory (DFT)2 continues to be one of the most practical formulations of the many-electron
problem in quantum chemistry and solid-state physics. Improving on the accuracy and
efficiency of KS-DFT calculations is a constant and pressing goal for the electronic-
structure community3, which works on understanding the sources of errors4–7, developing
new exchange-correlation (XC) functionals8–10, and designing better and faster computa-
tional algorithms11.
Two open problems in DFT are the delocalization and static correlation errors of ap-
proximate functionals, arising from improper treatment of fractional charges and spins,
respectively4–7. Delocalization errors cause underestimation of energies in dissociating molec-
ular ions, chemical reaction barrier heights, charge-transfer excitations, band-gaps of semi-
conductors, as well as overestimation of binding energies of charge-transfer complexes and
response to electric fields. Static correlation errors are responsible for the problems with
degenerate and near-degenerate states, incorrect dissociation limit of neutral diatomics and
poor treatment of strongly correlated systems. The simplest systems that display these
errors are stretched H+2 , H2, He
+
2 , Li
+
2 , and Li2. Local and semi-local approximations to
the exchange-correlation energy (EXC) severely underestimate the dissociation energy of H
+
2 ,
He+2 and Li
+
2 due to delocalization, and overestimate the dissociation energy of H2 and Li2
due to static correlation (See Figure 1).
In this work we demonstrate that partition density-functional theory (PDFT)12 is a suit-
able framework to solve these problems. The partition energy of PDFT (denoted Ep, to
be defined below) is amenable to simple approximations which can handle delocalized and
statically-correlated electrons, greatly improving dissociation curves. For example, Fig. 1
displays the results we obtained by applying PDFT with the Local Density Approximation
(LDA) and a simple “Overlap Approximation” (OA) for Ep (defined in Eq.5) as compared
to standard KS-LDA results. We are not aware of approximate XC-functionals that yield
similar accuracy for all these systems within standard KS-DFT.
PDFT allows a molecular calculation to be performed on individual fragments of a
molecule rather than on the molecule as a whole. It is based on the density-partitioning
scheme of refs. [13] and [14], and is nearly equivalent in practice to the formulation of em-
2
bedding theory by Huang and Carter15 based on earlier work of Cortona16 and Wesolowski
and Warshel17 (see refs. [18] and [19] for recent reviews on subsystem-DFT). One critical
difference, essential for this work, is our use of ensemble functionals to treat non-integer elec-
tron numbers and spins in fragments of molecules. Kraisler and Kronik have also recently
used ensemble-generalized functionals to solve issues with fractional charges in dissociation
problems20, but PDFT allows the use of these functionals at finite separations rather than
being limited to completely isolated fragments.
2. PDFT
A detailed overview of PDFT may be found in ref. [22]. Here we only provide a brief
summary. The first step of PDFT is to partition the molecule into fragments. This is done
by dividing the nuclear potential into fragment potentials, vα(r). This is the only choice
the PDFT user makes in regards to the fragmentation and after this choice the fragment
densities are uniquely determined13. We typically choose atom-based fragments, where each
nucleus controls its own fragment, but any partition may be chosen as long as the sum of
fragment potentials equals the total external nuclear potential.
Each individual fragment calculation is a standard DFT calculation for each of the en-
semble components of the ground-state density of Nα electrons in an effective potential. We
denote the ith component of the αth fragment spin σ density as niασ(r). The number of
electrons in each fragment’s ensemble spin component, Niασ =
∫
niασ(r)dr, will always be
an integer number of electrons, but the total number of electrons of a given spin in a given
fragment,
Nασ =
∑
i
fiαNiασ (1)
will not neccesarily be an integer. Here, the fiα are the ensemble coefficients, which satisfy
the sum rule,
∑
i fiα = 1. The energy of these fragments is given by,
Eα =
∑
i
fiαEα[niα↑, niα↓] (2)
Here, the subscript α on the energy denotes that this is the energy corresponding to the
{niασ} in the external potential vα(r) rather than the total external potential. The effective
external potential for each fragment is the sum of the fragment’s potential, vα(r), and the
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FIG. 1. Left column: Dissociation curves for five dimers. In blue are the KS-LDA results, in green
are the OA-LDA PDFT results and in black are CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations performed in
NWChem21 (except for H+2 , which is simply a one-electron non-interacting calculations). Right
column: Energies of monomers for fractional charges and spins. In blue are the KS-LDA energies
evaluated for these fractional charges and spins and the green curves are the PDFT fragment
energies. The maximum difference between the blue and green curves in the right column account
for half the difference between the blue and green curves in the dissociation limit (Left column).
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partition potential, vpσ(r). The latter is a global quantity ensuring that the fragment calcu-
lations produce densities that sum to yield the correct molecular density while minimizing
the sum of the fragment energies, Ef . The partition potential enters formally as a lagrange
multiplier constraining the fragment densities to equal the molecular density, but can be
calculated as the functional derivative of Ep with respect to the total density
23.
The partition energy, Ep, central to our work, is the difference between the total molecular
energy, E[n], and the sum of the fragment energies, Ef =
∑
αEα. As argued in ref. [23],
the minimum value of Ef with respect to variations of the niασ’s is a functional of the
total density. Subtracting this quantity from the true ground-state energy yields Ep[n] =
E[n] − Ef [n], an implicit functional of the molecular density. We may also write Ep as
an explicit functional of the fragment densities: Ep[{niασ}] = E[nf ] − Ef [{niασ}]. In the
two-fragment case where each fragment has two ensemble components, Ep can be divided
into components and written out explicitly in terms of fragment densities:
Ep[{niασ}] = T nads [{niασ}]+V nadext [{niασ}]
+Enad
H
[{niασ}]+EnadXC [{niασ}] ,
(3)
where each non-additive functional is,
F nad[{niασ}] ≡ F [nf↑, nf↓]−
∑
i,α
fiαFα[niα↑, niα↓]. (4)
These are similar to the non-additive functionals of embedding theory15–17 except that the
functional values for each fragment are calculated from ensembles, rather than being evalu-
ated on total fragment densities. In practice, a choice of density-functional approximation
(DFA) must be made for EXC and E
nad
XC
. In addition, T nads requires writing the non-interacting
kinetic energy as a functional of the density. Approximate kinetic energy functionals may
be used24, although T nads can also be obtained from an inversion of the sum of fragment
densities as in ref. [25]. We use a similar inversion method for He+2 , Li
+
2 and Li2, and we use
von Weizsa¨cker inversion for H+2 and H2, since these systems have a single occupied orbital.
For a given choice of XC functional, we may exactly reproduce the corresponding KS-
DFT calculation as long as the same DFA is employed for both Enad
XC
and Ef
26. We can also
trivially reproduce a KS-DFT calculation by setting the number of fragments equal to one.
In these ways PDFT subsumes KS-DFT.
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3. APPROXIMATING THE PARTITION ENERGY FUNCTIONAL
However, PDFT also goes beyond KS-DFT. For example, the following “Overlap Approx-
imation” to the partition energy functional produces the results displayed in Fig. 1 when
used with LDA:
EOAp = T
nad
s + V
nad
ext + E
nad
H + SE
nad
xc + (1− S)∆EnadH , (5)
where ∆EnadH is a correction to the non-additive hartree (to be discussed after its definition
in Eq. 10) , valid at larger separations, and S is a functional of the fragment densities
defined by:
S[nA, nB] = erf(C
∫ √
nA(r)nB(r)dr) . (6)
The densities, nA(r) and nB(r) refer to fragment densities summed over the ensemble and
spin components. The overlap measure, S, is designed to go to zero at infinite fragment
separation and to one at equilibrium distances (reminiscent of the work of ref. [27]). When
S = 1 the partition energy matches eq. 3, and thus the total energy will simply reproduce
the standard KS energy for a given choice of XC functional. As S → 0, the non-additive
XC energy is turned off and a correction to the non-additive hartree, ∆EnadH , is turned on.
There is one parameter C, which we have set to C = 2 to yield the results in Fig. 1. The
values of the overlap measure, S, from these calculations are plotted in Fig. 2.
Clearly, the separation of Ep and Ef opens opportunities for new approximations within
a self-consistent framework. In particular, when the error of a DFT calculation is due to
fragmentation, as in bond-stretching, expressing Ep as a functional of the set of fragment
densities has the potential of fixing the error from its root. The physics of inter -fragment
interactions is contained in Ep while that of intra-fragment interactions is contained in Ef .
This is the main idea we wish to explore in the remainder of this paper. We first discuss a
consequence of using different levels of approximation for Ep and Ef . As shown in ref. [23],
the partition potential is determined from the chain rule (spin notation is supressed here
and below for simplicity):
vp(r) =
∑
α
∫
dr′vp,iα(r
′)Qiα(r
′, r) , (7)
where the {i, α}th component of the partition potential is given by
vp,iα(r) =
δEp
δniα(r)
(8)
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FIG. 2. Overlap measure of Eq. 6 for various separtions. Top: Overlap measure calculated on
self consistent densities from standard PDFT calculations (using Eq. 3) which do not depend
directly on the overlap measure. The bottom two (logarithmic) plots compare the overlap measure
evaluated for densities from PDFT calculations using Eq. 3 (solid) and the OA, Eq. 5, (dashed).
We see that when the OA is employed, the overlap measure is increased in the cases of H+2 and
Li+2 , while in thethe cases of H2 and Li2 the overlap measure is reduced.
and Qiα(r
′, r) = δniα(r
′)/δn(r) satisfies the sum-rule:
∑
i,αQiα(r
′, r) = δ(r′ − r). As
long as the same level of approximation is employed for Ep and Ef , then at convergence
vp,iα(r) = vp,jβ(r) ∀α, β, i, j, so the choice of Qiα is inconsequential provided the sum-rule
is satisfied. When different levels of approximation are used for Ep and Ef , however, the
vp,α(r) are not necesarily identical at convergence, and it becomes critical to specify the
approximation being used for the Qα. Future work will need to establish the effect of dif-
ferent approximations for Q on final energies and densities. Throughout the present work,
we employ the Local-Q approximation suggested in ref. [23]:
Qiα(r, r
′) = δ(r− r′)niα(r)
nf (r′)
(9)
We now have all of the neccesary tools to perform PDFT calculations with separate
approximations for Ef and Ep. We implemented PDFT on a real-space prolate spheroidal
grid, following the work of Becke and other workers28–32, and found XC potentials and
energies through use of the Libxc library33. We validated the code through calculations on
H+2 , H2, and Li2 at equilibrium geometries where our code yields the same energies to within
7
10−7 hartrees for for both PDFT (Using Eq. 3) and standard KS-DFT calculations. (see
table I for a sample of such comparisons). NWChem was used for reference CCSD/aug-cc-
pVDZ calculations21. We now look at the delocalization and static-correlation errors from
the point of view of PDFT, and demonstrate our proposed solutions.
Li2 LDA @ R = 5.120 bohr H2 LDA @ R = 1.446 bohr H
+
2 Exact @ R = 2.0 bohr
KS-DFT32 PDFT KS-DFT32 PDFT KS-DFT29 PDFT
14.7245 -14.724457 -1.137692 -1.1376923 -0.6026342144(7) -0.60263425
TABLE I. Comparison of total energies in hartree, for our PDFT code, and from benchmark
KS-DFT calculations.
4. DELOCALIZATION
We first consider the accuracy of Ep vs. Ef in H
+
2 , He
+
2 and Li
+
2 . Since the Hamiltonian in
these cases has inversion symmetry, and the total number of electrons in each case is odd, the
correct ground-state density has fractional numbers of electrons on the left and right sides.
In the case of H+2 this means “half an electron” on the left and “half an electron” on the right,
but the correct ground-state energy at infinite separation is that of an isolated hydrogen
atom (-0.5 hartree). A correct size-consistent electronic-structure method must therefore
assign an energy of -0.25 hartree to a hydrogen atom with half an electron. This same
argument may be extended to dissociating hydrogen chains, resulting in the conclusion that
the energy is a piecewise-linear function of electron number34. In the other two cases (He+2
and Li+2 ) this indicates that the correct energy of a fragment at infinite separation is a linear
interpolation between two electronic systems with integer number of electrons: one with one
more electron than the other. This is of course accomplished by the exact grand-canonical
ensemble functional35, but it is not accomplished by most approximate functionals, as can be
seen in Fig.1 for LDA36,37. For H+2 the self-interaction error SIE = EH[n]+EXC[n] is a convex
function of electron number N . As a consequence, LDA underestimates the energy for half
an electron in a hydrogen atom. Two times this error is precisely EH(∞)nad +EXC(∞)nad in
Eq.(3), the LDA delocalization error of H+2 at infinite separation. The OA of Eq.5 works by
suppressing this error as S(∞) = 0 and reproduces the LDA at the equilibrium separation.
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Because PDFT treats each fragment using an ensemble, the fragment calculation for the
left or right half of stretched H+2 is a linear interpolation between open shell calculations
for zero and one electron. For He+2 the two ensemble components contain 1 and 2 electrons,
i.e. for fragment A: N1A = 1, N2A = 2, f1A = 1/2 and f2A = 1/2. For Li
+
2 the ensemble
components contain 2 and 3 electrons (N1A = 2, N2A = 3, f1A = 1/2 and f2A = 1/2).
The energies and densities are linear interpolations between these ensemble components.
We call this interpolation ensemble-LDA (ELDA), and plot the resulting curves in the right
hand column of Fig. 1. Even LDA provides reasonable approximations for Ef because each
fragment calculation is done for a well-localized density with an integer number of electrons.
The ensemble formulation then provides the correct scaling for the energy of each fragment
with respect to number of electrons in that fragment. Thus, overall, our conclusion is that
Ef is reasonably accurate and it is Ep which is causing error in the dissociation limit. We
now explain how Eq. 5 corrects Ep.
While in the case of H+2 it is clear that EH(∞)nad is entirely equal to the self-interaction
error, the cases of He+2 and Li
+
2 must be treated with more care. This is the reason for the
∆EnadH term in Eq. 5. This correction is defined as
∆EnadH ≡
1
4
∑
α6=β
∑
i,j
gi,jfiα
∫
niA(r)njB(r
′)
|r− r′| drdr
′ −EnadH , (10)
where gi,j = 0 if Niα + Njβ 6= N and gi,j = 1 if Niα + Njβ = N . This makes it so that
the ensemble component with one less electron on one fragment will only interact with the
ensemble component with one more electron on the other fragment and vice-versa. In the
case of H+2 this means that the correction term is simply −EnadH because the lower ensemble
component has no electrons. In the case of Li+2 , for each fragment, one ensemble component
has two electrons and the other has three electrons. The first term of this interaction will
simply be a fifty percent mixture of the electrostatic interaction between the two-electron
component density on one fragment with the three-electron component density on the other
side and vice-versa. For cases where the ensemble components have the same total number
of electrons such as H2 and Li2, the first term is exactly equal to E
nad
H and this correction
has no effect.
This aproximation was inspired in part by range-separated hybrid (RSH) functionals38.
In RSH functionals, a larger portion of exact exchange is included in long-range interactions
to improve accuracy. The distinction between long-range and short-range is made by a
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tunable parameter. In our case we also attempt to use an improved approximation for the
long-range interaction, but our distinction between long and short range is contained in the
separation of Ef and Ep.
5. STATIC-CORRELATION
We next see how this idea can be applied successfully to handle static correlation, taking
H2 as an example. As in the H
+
2 case, we first consider the dissociation products of H2: two
isolated hydrogen atoms, with a total energy of -1.0 hartree. However, the molecular calcu-
lation is spin-neutral, and it remains spin-neutral throughout dissociation due to inversion
symmetry. Therefore, each dissociating hydrogen atom has an electron which is “half spin
up” and “half spin down”. The exact functional assigns an energy to this fragment equal to
that of a spin-up electron in a hydrogen atom. This is known as the constancy condition7.
However, approximate functionals do not show this behaviour and typically overestimate
the energy of a system with fractional spins. This overestimation exactly matches the static
correlation error of dissociated H2, and is given by E
nad
XC
(∞). Once again, Eq.5 works by
suppressing this error as S(∞) = 0.
Each fragment in an H2 PDFT calculation contains one electron, but the energies and
spin-densities are considered to be ensembles of a spin-up and a spin-down electron, i.e.
N1A↑ = 1, N1A↓ = 0, N2A↑ = 0, N2A↓ = 1, f1A = 1/2 and f2A = 1/2. The energies and
densities are then linear interpolations between a spin-up ensemble component and a spin-
down ensemble component. The case of Li2 is similar. The dissociation products are two
isolated Li atoms. The ensembles in a Li fragment within PDFT consist of two components:
one with two spin-up electrons and one spin-down electron and the other with one spin-up
electron and two spin-down electrons (N1A↑ = 1, N1A↓ = 2, N2A↑ = 2, N2A↓ = 1). These
two cases are degenerate so the fragment energies satisfy the constancy condition. The
energies and densities of these fragments are linear interpolations between these ensemble
components. As in the H2 case, Ef is accurate with standard DFA’s and we only need to
improve Ep.
The OA of Eq. 5 works by imposing size-consistency on the partition energy: at infinite
separation Ep must vanish. For H2 and Li2 the only part of Ep which does not go to zero is
the Enad
XC
term. Thus, the OA suprresses it through multiplication by S.
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6. PEAK IN THE KS POTENTIAL
It is well known that the KS potential for stretched H2 develops a peak at the bond
midplane39–45. This exact feature of vs(r), is essential for the correct description of dissocia-
tion and electron dynamics within KS-DFT46,47. While certain sophisticated XC functionals
such as those based on the random phase approximation can reproduce the peak48, it is ab-
sent from most approximate DFA’s. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the OA has greatly improved
the dissociation energy for H2, but we may also explore whether the OA can reproduce this
peak in the XC potential. We can derive the molecular XC potential corresponding to a
PDFT calculation through the functional derivative of the XC energy, which in the case of
PDFT can be broken into fragment pieces and non-additive pieces.
vxc,σ(r) =
δEXC[n↑, n↓]
δnσ(r)
=
δEXCf [n↑, n↓]
δnσ(r)
+
δEXCp [n↑, n↓]
δnσ(r)
(11)
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FIG. 3. Effective XC-potentials for two PDFT H2 calculations with R = 14 bohr. The plots show
an entire 2D plane along the bonding axis. Nuclei are at +7 and −7 on the bond axis. Vertical
scale for potentials is in units of hartree and horizontal scale is in bohr.
Fig.3 compares this effective XC potential from two PDFT calculations on stretched H2
(internuclear separation of 14 bohrs). For the first we use the LDA in both Ef and Ep.
For the second we use LDA in Ef and OA-LDA for E
nad
XC
in Ep. We clearly see that the
potential corresponding to the OA-LDA calculation has a peak in the bonding midplane.
Furthermore, we see that the peak comes entirely from the second term. The two terms of
Eq. 11 are plotted separately in Fig. 4.
Helbig, Tokatly and Rubio (HTR) derived an exact form for vs(r) for any two dissociated
11
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particles around the bonding midplane (Eq. 29 in their paper):
∆vs(r) =
[
√
nA∇√nB −√nB∇√nA]2
2(nA + nB)2
+
IAnA + IBnB
nA + nB
− I ,
(12)
where, nA and nB are the dissociated atomic densities and IA,IB and I are the ionization
potentials for the two fragments and the total system respectively. In the case of homonuclear
diatomics such as H2, the second and third terms cancel leaving only the first term which
produces a peak determined by the asymptotic behavior of nA and nB. HTR derived this
expression using the fact that, at dissociation, the exact molecular density is exactly nm =
12
nA + nB, and neither the total nor fragment densities are represented by more than one
orbital so the von Weizsa¨cker kinetic energy is exact. In PDFT, the fragment densities nA
and nB always sum to give the molecular density, so this expression may be evaluated at
any finite separation. In fact, Eq. 12 can be identified as −δT nads /δn(r) from PDFT.
When we compare the peak produced by Eq. 12 to the peak produced by the OA-LDA we
see that its shape and size do not quite match. The maximum value from the HTR expression
is around 0.24 hartree, while the maximum from the OA-LDA peak is 0.04 hartree. The
HTR peak has its maximum at the bond axis and decreases farther away from the bond axis
while the OA-LDA peak is flat. Nevertheless, the OA-LDA peak is in the correct location
and is localized to the same region in the bonding midplane. Furthermore the fact that
the HTR expression exactly matches −δT nads /δn(r) may help guide further development of
functional forms for the OA.
7. CONCLUDING REMARK
The techniques described thus far are specific to homonuclear diatomics, but work is ongo-
ing to extend these ideas to more general systems, including heteronuclear and multifragent
systems. Our results suggest that local and semi-local density-functional approximations
already do well for the localized fragments involved in the calculation of Ef and attention
needs to be placed on developing general approximations for Ep. This paper indicates that
the path is worth taking, as even a simple approximation for Ep can achieve via fragment
calculations what sophisticated XC-functionals cannot via standard molecular calculations.
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